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Science   Days   26-30    These   may   be   completed   on    paper    or   in    Google   Classroom .   Be   sure   to  
SHARE   with   your   teacher   if   completed   in   Google   Classroom.   If   you   do   not   have   internet   access,  
all   paper   materials   are   in   the   paper   AMI   packet.   

Mon.   April   27  
 

Nature  Scavenger  Hunt  -  Take  a  nature  walk.  Find  as  many  of  the  items  below  as                 
you   can.   
____   Spider         ____Two   different   colored   leaves          ____   A   Pine   tree   

____   A   yellow   flower         ____   A   purple   Flower          _____   Animal   Tracks   

_____2  different  species  of  birds  _____A  deciduous  tree  (loses  its  leaves)            

____   A   Squirrel       ____    A   worm   or   caterpillar     ____   A   grasshopper   

____An   Ant         ____   A   spider   web         _____   A   pinecone        _____   A   vine   

Tues.   April   28  A   food   chain   shows   feeding   relationships   in   an   ecosystem.   Draw   a   food   chain  
include   at   least   4   organisms.   
 
 
 
 

Wed.   April   29  Think   about   the   food   chain   you   designed.   Answer   the   following   questions.  

1. Where   does   the   energy   from   the   food   chain   originate?  

2. Which   organism(s)   are   producers   (make   their   own   food)   ?  

3. Which   organism(s)   are   consumers   (can   not   make   their   own   food)?  

 

Thu.    April   30  Making   observations   is   a   critical   science   skill.   Find   a   place   to   sit   outside   for   5-10  
minutes.   List   as   many   observations   as   you   can   about   your   surroundings.   What  
do   you   see,   smell,   feel,   hear.   Is   there   anything   new   that   you’ve   never   noticed  
before?  
 
 
 
 

Fri.    May   1  An   energy   pyramid   is   a   model   that   shows   the   flow   of   energy   from   one   trophic,   or  
feeding,   level   to   the   next   in   an   ecosystem.   The   model   is   a   diagram   that   compares  
the   energy   used   by   organisms   at   each   trophic   level.   Create   an   energy   pyramid,  
You   can   use   the   same   organisms   you   used   in   your   food   chain   or   you   can   come  
up   with   new   organisms.   
 
 
 



 


